
18:05:55  From Katherine Rose  To  Naomi Arnold(privately) : I'm 
cooking dinner so will be off video x
18:13:05  From Naomi Arnold : Q. Let’s start with what didn’t work, 
because we’re sure that’ll flow easily as a starting point! What 
didn’t feel great this year? What didn’t go so well? What don’t you 
want to repeat or bring forth in 2020? What do you want to stop doing 
or have LESS of in 2021?
18:14:28  From Naomi Arnold  To  Katherine Rose(privately) : No worries 
hon x
18:15:35  From Naomi Arnold : Feel lucky to get to revisit the 
questions again this evening and go deeper. Yuck this year = was sick 
a lot, lots of things felt like they took more spoons than usual, I 
wasn’t great at keeping in touch with friends and loved ones...
18:16:46  From Nicola Newman : Letting go: Feeling of constant upheaval 
and change. I want to leave behind the stress in my body and nervous 
system that felt like a near constant this year with the bushfires, 
then COVID, moving so much, Mum living with us and taking care of her.
18:17:00  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Not going to put this on my list 
but I bought new lippy today and it seems to work unbelievably 
well..it said 16 hours and I can’t get it off ><
18:17:07  From Naomi Arnold : Q. What worked really well? What did you 
learn about yourself? What are you proud of and LOVING? What do you 
want MORE of in 2021?
18:17:13  From Nicola Newman : That’s the best, Ellen.
18:17:32  From Naomi Arnold : Ohhhhh that’s fab!!!!! Please share the 
brand…? They NEVER last for me - I’m always on the search for a TRULY 
long lasting haha.
18:17:57  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Ah I think it’s just Maybelline. 
Not necessarily ethical but it was in a discount bin at woolies…I 
saved it from landfill?
18:18:29  From Naomi Arnold : LOL Ellen
18:18:58  From Nicola Newman : Went well: Growing in my capacity as a 
coach, mentor & facilitator. Selling out the Art of Creative Living 
retreat (even though it was then cancelled with COVID). Mum having 
such a huge transformation. Buying our new home and renovating it and 
loving it so much. Feeling a new found confidence, capacity and desire 
to branch out into new offerings.
18:20:27  From Naomi Arnold : Ohhhhh now that’s some things to 
celebrate Nic! :D
18:20:44  From Nicola Newman : Thanks Nai. x
18:20:51  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Aw that’s great Nic!
18:21:17  From Nicola Newman : Thanks Ellen. Oh, and we love our new 
portable Ikea induction cooktop until we renovate the kitchen. It’s 
amazing and only $65 :D haha
18:21:49  From Sabrina : I've loved watching your home renos Nic! 
18:22:12  From Naomi Arnold : Went well: I really felt more focused, 
more on mission this year. Had more rest, felt more accepting of 
myself. Felt more audacious (thanks Staci J Shelton!), had more 
creative time. Yes please to more of all this.
18:22:17  From Nicola Newman : Thanks Sabrina. I’m keen to share more 



now Mum’s moved out.
18:22:42  From Nicola Newman : That’s wonderful, Nai. Here’s to feeling 
more audacious :)
18:22:52  From Naomi Arnold : Can’t wait to see you share more Nic - 
I’m so nosy oops I mean curious! :-)
18:23:35  From Nicola Newman : How are you feeling in your business and 
life right now, and how do you truly want to feel in this season?
18:26:23  From Naomi Arnold : NOW = Exhausted. Excited. Resolute. WANT 
= Same, but less exhausted, more rested. Anchored. Creative.
18:27:09  From Katherine Rose  To  Naomi Arnold (she/her)(privately) : 
Now: excited and clear. Want to feel rested and ready
18:27:28  From Katherine Rose : Now: excited and clear. Want to feel 
rested and ready.
18:27:32  From Nicola Newman : Now — excited, grateful, a bit worn out. 
Want to feel — Peaceful, calm, resourced.
18:27:49  From Nicola Newman : Love that, Katherine.
18:28:01  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Ohhh love those words 
Katherine.
18:28:07  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Ohhh RESOURCED Nic! LOVE!
18:28:16  From Nicola Newman : What are some of the ways you can bring 
more of how you desire to feel into your life, using what you have, 
and starting where you are?
18:28:58  From Nicola Newman : I love resourced, too. It feels more 
aligned and true for me than ‘abundant’ or something - and encompasses 
energy, support and finances — that’s how it feels when I think of it, 
anyway :)
18:29:33  From Katherine Rose : Resources is practical but still 
aspirational. Love it too.
18:29:40  From Katherine Rose : *resourced
18:30:32  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Mmmmm yes, feeling this Nic.
18:32:05  From Nicola Newman : Launch Flourish and embrace the new 
price point (I’m doing it, tomorrow! Yay. It took me so much toing and 
froing to feel comfortable raising my prices, but now, it feels like 
the most aligned thing and in full integrity.)
18:32:32  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : I can re-examine my calendar/
scheduling, create more containers for creative time. Revisit rituals 
and practices - especially those where there have been slippage e.g 
morning/evenings. Give myself permission to be less visible, more 
behind the scenes with work. Block out some leave for 2021 NOW - 
thinking school holidays when scheduling etc gets tough anyways. 
Making more asks and sharing more openly around needs/preferences.
18:32:46  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : YAY Nic to tomboy!
18:32:54  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : tomoz!
18:33:06  From Nicola Newman : What can I do cont. - get a battery for 
the van fridge, so I can take food with us. Yoga, deep breathing, 
quiet alone time daily, launch high priced offering. Swimming.
18:33:35  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Love that Nic! Good on you
18:33:45  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Quiet alone time daily. Yes 
please.
18:33:49  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : And 100% to blocking out the leave 



time now Nai
18:33:51  From Nicola Newman : Love all of those idea, Nai. Blocking 
out holidays NOW - yay. And more creative time.
18:34:06  From Katherine Rose : Beach swims for me, making an easy 
summer plan for getting back into work in Jan, make space for catching 
up on reading and trainings.
18:34:34  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : I was thinking today - why do I 
play the Dec/Jan school holidays and work juggling game every year? 
Might plan ahead better and just take more extended leave next 
year ;-)
18:34:36  From Nicola Newman : Mmm… beach swims and an ‘on ramp’ back 
into work for Jan, Katherine. So wise.
18:34:46  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Do it Nai
18:34:53  From Nicola Newman : Now THAT is audacious, Nai :)
18:35:42  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Q. What does success really, 
truly look like for you? What truly lights you up from the inside? How 
would you love your life to feel? What is truly important to you in 
this season of your life? Write whatever surfaces for you. Go big 
picture or focus on the details.
18:35:46  From Nicola Newman : What does success really, truly look 
like for you? What truly lights you up from the inside? How would you 
love your life to feel? What is truly important to you in this season 
of your life? Write whatever surfaces for you. Go big picture or focus 
on the details.
18:35:56  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I think ‘batching’ might be one of 
my words for 2021. I’m going to lean audaciously into my cycle next 
year and actually work like a FIFO worker, only instead of 2 weeks on 
away and weeks off home it will all be home
18:36:15  From Nicola Newman : LOVE this idea, Ellen!!!!!!!!!!
18:37:41  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Ohhh love that way of framing 
it Ellen :-)
18:38:49  From Katherine Rose : That's so awesome Ellen!
18:40:00  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : SUCCESS: I’ve always resisted 
the word Legacy, but I’m feeling pulled to play with this more, to 
lean into it, to more fully step into it. To have less balls in the 
air, have more space, presence, connection with loved ones. Work less, 
impact more. Gonna reflect more on this further I think!
18:41:39  From Nicola Newman : Success: Feeling calm & settled. Having 
beautiful surroundings (finishing reno). Feeling spacious when I need 
to. Positive, life-changing results for my clients. Feeling in flow 
with my work and creativity. Making a gorgeous garden. Connected with 
my husband and dear friends. Making more than enough $ to pay bills, 
renovate, fly to NZ to see Skye and invest in things that light me up- 
like education/books/ creative stuff :)
18:42:15  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Mmmm delicious Nic.
18:42:20  From Nicola Newman : I’m loving hearing about you leaning 
into Legacy more, Nai. I’ve been thinking about that a lot today.
18:42:31  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : To me, in this season, success is 
really about moving more out of the bumpy income and into more steady 
and reliable income so things can feel a lot more solid ground in that 



regards. And then at the same time (because they are NOT mutually 
exclusive) allow more spaciousness in my schedule to create the things 
I want to create and look after myself superlatively (not sure that’s 
the right word but like, to an extreme degree)
18:43:04  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I’ve written ‘turn passive income 
streams into passive income rivers’ hehe
18:43:07  From Nicola Newman : SUPERLATIVELY - I get it and I love the 
sound of all of that, Ellen.
18:43:13  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : It’s felt like an ego word to 
me in the past Nic, but I’ve been prompted to reframe that, so am 
doing some inner work around it.
18:43:13  From Nicola Newman : Yes!!! Rivers!!!!!
18:43:34  From Nicola Newman : Totally - it’s about other people and 
the work, rather than about you :)
18:43:42  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yeah I hear that Nai, but I look 
forward to seeing you you build out that legacy
18:44:07  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Q. What is the work or focus 
areas that you feel called to focus on in this next season of your 
life and business? What do you want to create or make happen? What do 
you want to prioritise?
18:44:28  From Prue : Success for me is feeling content where I am. 
Having a circle around me of friends and family who are thriving.  
Feeling useful through my work.
18:44:43  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Love that Prue
18:44:54  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Here’s to rivers WHOOT!
18:44:55  From Nicola Newman : If anyone could have a positive, life-
affirming and world-changing impact and legacy, I think you would be a 
WONDERFUL person to fill that - Nai.
18:45:13  From Nicola Newman : Oh, Prue - here’s to all of those 
things. Beautiful.
18:45:29  From Prue : I was listening to an interesting chat between 
Oprah and Pema Chodron about legacy.
18:45:30  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Mmm beautiful Prue!
18:45:52  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Ohhhh NIC!!!!! Thank you xoxo
18:46:10  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Oh I’ll look that up, thanks 
Prue!!!
18:46:18  From Nicola Newman : Priorities: Launch Flourish, renovate 
Studio, eat well (meal prep etc).
18:46:49  From Nicola Newman : Love Pema Chodron, thanks Prue. I’ll 
look that up, too.
18:47:15  From Prue : I'll try to find it Naomi.  I think it was part 
of a Super Soul Conversation chat in Oprah's garden.
18:47:49  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I’m feeling called to the new 
podcast (and spinoff business ideas…but one thing at a time!) I’m 
creating, the Digital Homebody.
18:48:05  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : And continuing the things I do 
with SC4T and PERK
18:48:20  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Thanks Prue, that’s be 
great. :-)
18:48:31  From Nicola Newman : Reflect on the characteristics or traits 



that you need to anchor into or embody to bring this version of 
success and these desires to life. Is it confidence? Is it calm and 
spaciousness? It it patience and trust? Or perhaps a boldness? What 
might help you remain anchored in these throughout the year?
18:48:54  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : I’m so excited for “Digital 
Homebody” Ellen - I feel like this should be my middle name. Naomi 
Digital Homebody Arnold - NDHA hehe
18:49:01  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : hahahaha
18:49:05  From Katherine Rose : Lol
18:49:15  From Nicola Newman : lol
18:49:27  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I already have too many names so I 
won’t add it to mine but I like the idea
18:49:39  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : I had my focus areas as Rest/
Care/Play, FCA and GBM. Started to break these down a bit just now and 
am looking forward to doing so even more later. :-)
18:49:53  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : HA, Ellen!
18:50:11  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : It would make me EGDHRK hahaha
18:50:18  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : hahahaha
18:50:21  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : That’s too many initials for one 
non-royal person
18:50:24  From Nicola Newman : That sounds great, Naomi. Bahaha Ellen.
18:50:25  From Katherine Rose : Bahahaha
18:50:40  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : You’re royalty to me! :D
18:51:12  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Aww
18:51:39  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : CHARACTERISTICS. I want to 
embody a couple of archetypes that Staci mentions in AUDACIOUS that 
align with me and these desires - The Magician and The Mother (but 
turning that back on mothering myself). :D
18:52:11  From Nicola Newman : How can you simplify your life and 
business? Sometimes things become more complicated than they need to 
be. Are you complicating any tasks, projects or systems unnecessarily?
18:52:40  From Nicola Newman : Here’s to self-mothering. Mmm, yes.
18:53:26  From Katherine Rose : I've been reflecting on how I desire 
spaciousness in my day, but will fill my schedule and not be able to 
relax when I do have space. So that's a big simplicity focus for this 
year.
18:54:08  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : That resonates with me too 
Katherine. I’ve written down ‘gentle discipline and strong boundaries’ 
by which I mean about my own space. Otherwise as you say, I will allow 
the schedule to fill up over my space that I’d carved out
18:54:12  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : SIMPLIFY. 1/ Do a systems 
stocktake. My biz has evolved so much and I think I can update a bunch 
of systems to be more supportive here. 2/ Relook at my calendar/
scheduling/appointment blocks and update them to fit better with 
current context and chronic health stuff. 3/ And I loved what Mandy 
shared on the earlier call about doing more simple self checks 
throughout the days.
18:54:25  From Nicola Newman : Simplify: I can write a sales page from 
my heart. Allow it to flow out of me and do away with formulas. Less 
photos. Shorter. Make the design a simple process. I can tell my hubby 



when I need uninterrupted time. Continue using meal plan book of ideas 
and tracking what we eat to make it easier in future weeks/seasons.
18:54:30  From Katherine Rose : Love that Ellen
18:54:37  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I think the batching will be the 
simplifying for me. And yes to the systems stocktake. Good idea Nai
18:54:46  From Katherine Rose : Nic, I love your sales page one! ;)
18:54:55  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Loving all these!!! :D
18:55:33  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I’m also not going to have a 
website for Digital Homebody. I mean, I have the domain, but I’m not 
going to bother creating a website. Will put up a coming soon/opt in 
page and just have the podcast, IG and email
18:56:01  From Nicola Newman : I hear you about space, Katherine. I sat 
on the back steps the other night instead of watching TV and it was 
sooooo resortative. Reminded me of the importance of ‘doing nothing.’ 
Here’s to more of that in 2021.
18:56:04  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Yay for going simple Ellen :-)
18:56:12  From Katherine Rose : That's all ya need, Ellen!
18:56:37  From Katherine Rose : Yes here's to nothing! Hehe
18:56:45  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Exactly! Perk has made me more 
money than my other two businesses combined and it never had a website 
at all for two years
18:57:08  From Nicola Newman : What makes you feel inspired, focused or 
motivated in your life and business? Your attention and energy is 
valuable. How can you find ways to ensure you prioritise doing more of 
what inspires you?
18:58:22  From Nicola Newman : Inspires me: Reading. Watching Tara 
Brach. Udemy/Learning. Nature. Swimming. Walking. Listening to music I 
love on Spotify (I made a playlist yesterday!!! whoop whoop!) Rest. 
Bed. Daydreaming. Feeling well in my body.
18:58:55  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Ohhh yes, I need some playlists 
in my life. I miss laying around doing nothing and simply listening to 
tunes.
18:58:55  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yes to all of that Nic
18:59:36  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Nature time. Gardening. Hammock 
time. Pet cuddles. Beach walks. Writing/journalling. Reading. So 
basically….down time…
18:59:59  From Nicola Newman : Ways to help me do that more: I’ve been 
thinking I’ll make a daily checklist so I can check off when I’ve done 
some of those things. Not so I have to do them all everyday, but so it 
reminds me to do them. I love tracking things and find it motivating. 
I’m going to put it on the fridge :) I did this when I had to focus on 
health stuff and it really helped, so now I’m going to try it with 
focusing on inspiration/peace/wellbeing/joy.
19:00:35  From Prue : Connecting with others IRL. Time in nature.  
Walking. Reading. Podcasts. Journalling. 
19:01:06  From Nicola Newman : Here’s to IRL, Prue! :D Oh yes to 
podcasts and journalling, too :)
19:01:08  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yep I do that too Nic. I find 
tracking motivating too
19:01:13  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Love the fridge list idea



19:01:19  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : How can I prioritize these 
things more? Make mornings and evenings more sacred. Stop picking up 
the damn phone and laptop first thing and last thing.
19:01:28  From Nicola Newman : Like being in school and giving yourself 
a gold star :) haha
19:01:34  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Exactly :)
19:01:54  From Nicola Newman : Sacred mornings are golden.
19:02:34  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I feel like I do okay in the 
inspired/motivated department. Learning does it for me, and I consume 
a lot of other people’s content as part of my daily work and leisure 
so I feel like this is going ok for me
19:02:38  From Nicola Newman : Where are you prioritising your time and 
energy right now? Is this aligned with what your heart desires to 
create?
19:03:41  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : YAY to it going well Ellen! I 
was reflecting on this earlier too - I’m fine with focus and 
motivation - if anything I need to be less focussed and motivated 
sometimes HA! Inspiration I’ll always welcome more of tho HA!
19:04:13  From Nicola Newman : Spending time now: Taking care of Mum. 
Organising house. Meal planning / prep. Launching Flourish.   I want 
to step back from taking care of Mum now she’s so much better, focus 
on my nervous system recalibration after months of stress, Paint the 
studio with Andrew. And launch Flourish with a full, generous heart.
19:04:50  From Nicola Newman : That’s so cool you get to ‘fill your 
well of inspiration’ in the course of doing your work, Ellen. So 
clever and aligned.
19:04:54  From Katherine Rose : That's great to hear about your mum, 
Nic
19:05:39  From Nicola Newman : Thanks Katherine. It’s been one of the 
most challenging five months — but so, so rewarding now. She’s doing 
the best I’ve seen in over two decades :)
19:06:04  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : That’s soooo good Nic. :-)
19:06:04  From Katherine Rose : Wow!!!
19:06:54  From Sabrina : thats incredible about your Mum Nic 
19:06:58  From Nicola Newman : What do you need to put in place or 
shift or tweak in your business and life so you can dedicate your time 
and energy to the things that matter most?
19:06:58  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : NOW? I have been better at rest 
and creativity this year, but could be more so. Mornings/Eveninigs 
need work. AND reflecting now, I could work on being more present, 
especially outside of work. I’m not proud of how often I’m thinking 
about the next thing rather than relishing and being in the moment.
19:07:12  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : That’s great news Nic
19:07:20  From Prue : My time and energy in this season for me is still 
very much focused towards my children.  I am hoping next year when my 
youngest is in longer kinder sessions I will have more time to focus 
on other projects and have time for me.
19:07:40  From Nicola Newman : Thank you everyone. It’s amazing to see 
her transformation and health. Like my mother from my teen years is 
back.



19:08:34  From Nicola Newman : Yes to acknowledging the season you are 
in Prue, and being gentle with yourself while your little one is so 
young.
19:09:48  From Nicola Newman : Tweaks: Remember to move my body. There 
are lots of big dogs around here, so instead of daily walks I want to 
start swimming more regularly. And if I’m tired, sleep. Don’t stay up 
because my Hubby is up :)
19:10:18  From Katherine Rose : Mm that last one, Nic!
19:10:47  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : So, sounds strange, but fees is 
what I think I needed to put in place. Turns out rush fees actually 
make clients get their stuff to me in a timely manner (and if they 
don’t then I get paid extra for bending over backwards at the last 
minute). And I’m now also thinking about adding a late payment fee 
also. I didn’t have these things when I started but I feel less greedy 
about it now, knowing that it’s actually just a way to enforce my 
boundaries
19:10:55  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Mmm I want to move more too Nic 
- so much of what I use to love here, I don’t anymore - so finding 
something that feels good in this season sounds good.
19:11:15  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I hear you on the dogs. I’ve only 
just ventured out into our neighbourhood again this week because the 
magpies are gone for another year
19:11:24  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : YES Ellen! Here’s to fees!
19:11:25  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Well, they’re still there, but 
they’ve stopped swooping
19:11:25  From Nicola Newman : Oh that’s interesting, Nai. I hope you 
find something new you love.
19:11:29  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yay fees haha
19:12:03  From Nicola Newman : Augh, magpies freak me out like pluvers 
do :) (spelling?)
19:12:17  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yep. I even duck with low flying 
lorikeets sometimes haha
19:12:38  From Nicola Newman : What support might you need in this next 
season? Who do you want in your corner? What will help you feel more 
supported as you move toward the desires you’ve articulated today?
19:15:31  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : SUPPORT. Asking/accepting more 
support from family rather than always letting them think the ‘strong 
one’ / ‘I’ve got this’ card. Also realizing I already have so much 
support - so leaning into this and accepting it more. Perhaps in doing 
my systems stocktake etc later, also relooking at my budget, and 
whether there is room to hire more support / outsource more.
19:15:54  From Nicola Newman : That all sounds great, Nai
19:16:25  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yeah I’m looking at the 
outsourcing more too Nai. Considering also (maybe not immediately as I 
don’t think budget can swing it yet) getting a PA. Like, for my life. 
Not for business, but for organising my life/house/health admin…take 
the mental load off
19:17:18  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Oh this sounds AMAZING Ellen. I 
want this too!
19:17:25  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Yeah, something to work towards!



19:17:41  From Nicola Newman : Support: Checklist on fridge, Tara 
Brach, using my meal planning book so I can write a list of the meals 
we can make after I’ve been shopping, then checking them off the list 
as I make them during the week (more flexible than ‘I must make this 
on Monday, this on Tues, etc’ which never works for us :). Launching 
high-priced group programs will bring in more support with more 
income. And a bike so I can ride to the pool :)
19:18:28  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : High priced group programs to 
bring in more support income wise, love that Nic. I would like 4 more 
ideal clients with PERK for same reason.
19:18:57  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Also I need more bras. …support
19:19:02  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Ohhh intrigued to hear more 
about your meal planning book sometime Nic.
19:19:24  From Nicola Newman : What small steps can you take to move 
forward on your heart’s desires? It doesn’t have to be your biggest 
vision coming to life right now, all at once. Start small, break it 
down, so you can celebrate mini wins on your way up the mountain.
19:19:39  From Nicola Newman : Be happy to share, Nai :)
19:19:55  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : HA!!!! Come to think of it, I 
need more bras too, Ellen. Thanks for bringing this up! Hahaha
19:19:59  From Nicola Newman : That sounds great, with the 4 ideal 
clients Ellen. Yes.
19:20:15  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : YAY Thanks Nic.
19:20:17  From Nicola Newman : I missed that comment, re the bras, love 
it.
19:20:30  From Nicola Newman : Very important for support
19:23:52  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : SMALL STEPS. 1/ Block out some 
time to review these notes - free flow on some of the points I want to 
explore deeper and write a list of inspired actions. 2/ Schedule a 
self-retreat to set some of them up and get started - feels super 
supportive. 3/ Start using a paper-based planner again 4/ Reflect on 
some other ways I can have less screen time
19:25:46  From Nicola Newman : Small Steps: Buy a bike, an induction 
cooktop, wall fan for kitchen. Launch flourish - share on socials. 
Handpaint a check-list for the fridge - yay! Wash the walls in the 
studio. Schedule a few days in Later.com. Make new podcast images in 
Canva. Listen to podcast intro and edit now I’m launching in Dec and 
not Oct. Re-record intro.
19:26:31  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : YAY For launching Flourish time 
Nic.
19:26:40  From Nicola Newman : Finally, what are some intention words, 
or an affirmation, or a helpful thought, or a phrase that is calling 
to you in this moment that could serve as a reminder as you move 
toward your heart’s desires?
19:26:44  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : HANDPAINT a checklist! Wowsers, 
LOVE.
19:27:08  From Nicola Newman : I figure it’s easier than figuring out 
how to set up the printer - haha! and more fun.
19:27:39  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : I’m borrowing from Terri’s word 
(last year?) and going with 'consolidate'



19:28:30  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : And from successful Federal 
Treasurers and going with ‘surplus'
19:28:44  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Way more fun Nic.
19:29:02  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Oh yes loving Consolidate too, 
Ellen.
19:29:12  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : HA here’s to reclaiming 
SURPLUS ;-)
19:29:29  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : ;)
19:29:34  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : I want to create a new vision 
board. That’s always fun.
19:30:10  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Me too Nai. I actually have a 
Vision Post It Notes Board (cos I’m not so into the magazine cut outs) 
thing that I’m itching to do once my office is ready
19:30:59  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : Oh that sounds fun Ellen! I 
usually do a digital one for my desktop. AND if I can get my printer 
to work - source images online, print, collage and frame to hang up on 
my wall.
19:31:25  From Naomi Arnold (she/her) : It’s been 90 mins already WOW!
19:31:33  From Katherine Rose : Thank you! That was awesome
19:31:43  From Sabrina : Thank you :) 
19:33:14  From Ellen Ronalds Keene : Past


